
Nainital-Almora -kausani - Ranikhet-Delhi

DAY 01  DELHI-- NAINITAL 

  

Arrival  at Delhi, pickup by our  person and travel to Nainital 320 kilometer or 8 hours Journey in
Car.   Travel via Ghaziabad, Hapur,  Gajraula,  Nainital .  Check in to the  Hotel . Overnight at
Hotel

  

  

DAY 02  NAINITAL

  

After  breakfast drive for lake tour of Bhim Tal, Sat Tal, Naukuchia Tal and  Snow point. Place
like Snow View, which is situated at 2270 meters above  sea level, this popular vantage point is
accessible by rope way. It  gives you a view of Himalayan ranges.  Also visit Naina Peak At
2611 meters above sea level this is the  highest peak. This offers you a panoramic view of the
surrounding  mountains. .

  

  

  

Day 03 : Nainital - Kausani 

  

After  breakfast, drive to Kausani via Almora (120kms/5hr). Kausani is ideal  for those who seek
to escape from the  din and dust, hustle and bustle of big cities and wish to spend a quiet 
holiday in the lap of nature. Check in Hotel. Dinner & Overnight  stay at Hotel.
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Day 04: Kausani

  

Day  at Leisure or visit local sight seeing i.e. Baijnath . Tea garden,   Dinner & Overnight stay at
Hotel.Kausani, is a picturesque hill  station famous for its scenic splendour and its spectacular
300 km-wide  view of the Himalayas. Snuggled amongst thick, dense pine forests, atop a 
narrow ridge, the view of the snow covered Trishul and Nanda Devi is so  vivid that one gets a
feeling of the snow being within touching  distance. Kausani is also called the Switzerland of
India. It is located  in the lap of high mountains. This place is like a gem in Himalayas. On  one
side of Kausani flows river Kosi and other side is flanked by  thunderous Gomti and in the
middle is Pingnath Peak where Kausani is  located.

  

  

Day 05: Kausani - Ranikhet--Corbett 

  

 After  breakfast, drive to Corbett National Park (114km/3hr). On the way visit  Ranikhet to see
nature and its elements in full harmony, the right  place to be is Ranikhet. According to a
popular belief, this spot had  won the heart of Rani Padmini, queen of Raja Sudhardev. She
chose this  scenic place to be her abode and since then, it has come to be known as  Ranikhet,
literally " Queen's Field". At an altitude of 1829mtres, above  sea level, this hill resort is
undoubtedly a tourists' paradise.

  

  

Day 06: Corbett -Delhi
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Early  morning You can enjoy safari inside the Wildlife Sanctuary for your  tryst with the big cats.
Elephants are also available for dense jungle  safaris on a first come first serve basis. Those
interested in angling  can try hooking the mahseer fish for sport. Birding treks and horse  safaris
are also exciting options for the enthusiasts. check –out from  Hotel and drive to Delhi 260k.m
6hrs drive .Arrive Delhi drop at Railway  Station for back journey with sweet memories of your
tour.
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